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Health equity
for immigrants

Why immigration is bad for your
health and how that can change.

The Social
Assistance Review

Everyone agrees—social assistance
in Ontario needs to change. But how?

A fair chance
at fair work
Ontario needs newcomer
workers. They need

decent jobs.

Why doesn’t it all
work better.

Confronting
drop-out rates

Signi cant di erences in
educational achievement
between diverse groups.
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big, to imagine the possibilities that could emerge
resources – the wealth of underutilized expertise in
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Casting your ballot makes a difference:
Creating a provincial vision for everyone--including newcomers.
Karl Flecker is the National Director of Human Rights/
Anti-Racism with the Canadian Labour Congress.

New Voices

familiar with the business of building bridges, transport
here to build a new life and contribute to building the

number of patents, more research chairs in academe or
care, child care, education, integration and settlement

the ones who will replenish our numbers and grow our
engineers, architects, biologists, health care and social
Despite the abundance of electoral messages that either

cut their occupational teeth in some of the busiest places in
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Health equity for immigrants
Why immigration is bad for your health—and how that can change.
most of them are not familiar with our sports and
programs which are structured with deadlines for

Health equity for immigrants

with immigration and settlement go unnoticed though

appropriate information, affordable child care, or
to immigrants getting medical support, adds
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Sandhya Ranjit is a
freelance writer with
experience in reporting,
corporate communications
and corporate social
responsibility.
disaster rehabilitation, education
and health that she carried out as

Health equity seeks to reverse a trend whereby immigrants arrive healthier but end up less healthy
than the average Ontarian. at Toronto City Hall.

include gardening, reading and

Health care for all—from the
very start
increasing social assistance

rates*

*For more ideas on improving social assistance, see Endrit Mullisi’s article on p. 6

Most newcomers and refugees start off with
a handicap as adequate health care is not
provided to them from the very beginning.
Landed immigrants have a three-month
waiting period to access health care under
OHIP. Refugee claimants can access only basic
coverage for emergency medical treatments
and other essential medical services through
the Interim Federal Health Program. Nonstatus immigrants do not get any health
coverage until their status is determined –
except at CHCs. The delay in getting access to
health care often means a prolonged delay
in their inclusion into the labour force--and
the social costs that go with that.Newcomerserving agencies have now come together
to form the Right to Health Care Coalition to
advocate for the elimination of the OHIP wait
period along with bringing refugee claimants
too under the scheme. They have launched
a postcard campaign to put this issue on the
electorate’s radar.
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Social Assistance Review

Everyone agrees—social assistance in Ontario needs to change. But how?

message seemed to come along with

Many social assistance recipients feel trapped by poverty. The Ontario Social Assistance
Review seeks to open a window on a brighter future.

people who for one reason or another
on social assistance, which does not

Social Assistance Review

the commissioners, is a respected

So we should expect a thoughtful,
RESPECT
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The most popular

INCOME SECURITY

education*

TRANSITION TO THE WORKFORCE

Endrit was born in Albania and
has lived in Toronto for nearly 2
years. He immigrated to Canada
as a skilled worker, with 13 years’
experience in NGOs.

spare time writes songs or articles,

Key recommendations:
Eligibility and accessibility:

*For more on the challenges facing internationally-trained professionals in Ontario, see Olufemi Shodunke’s article on p. 10

1981

Only 65% of Ontarians were born here.

1981

Ontario Human Rights Code adds ‘citizenship’ to
the list of prohibited grounds for discrimination.

On
inf

Mobilize potential:

1970s

Advocates win more equal access to language
training for immigrant women.

provide racialized youth
with culturally relevant
curriculum, role models
and mentors.

1962

Ontario of Human Rights CODE passed
after community activism raises public
awareness of racism.

Hire diverse talent:

Promote
health equity:

bring back provincial
employment equity
legislation.

1961

expand access to
Ontario’s Community
Health Centres and
Aboriginal Health Access
Centres.

1950s

C

yo
re
ti

Ontario’s workforce and economic prosperity
fuelled by the arrival of 100,000 immigrants/year.

Ont
1943

are based on an assessment of basic
nutritional needs.

1938

Income and security

racialized immigrant women make
for every dollar that male,
non-racialized immigrants make. For
second generation that gap persists
at 54 cents.
18% of Canada’s population is born
elsewhere, but this group makes up
28.5% of the country’s low-income
population.

3.2%: Increase in wages reported by

current jobs, compared with 44% for
native-born Canadians

Health and well being

Race is still barrier to voting under new
Dominions Election Act. Repeal won
ten years later.

97% of new immigrants rated their
health as good, very good or excellent
six months after their arrival, compared
with 88% for the general population.
However, as time passes, their health
deteriorates.
47% of people who used the food bank
in 2010 were born outside Canada.
40% of persons living in the poorest
neighbourhoods were recent immigrants, although they were only 5% of

1930s

Canadian governm
immigration after

1917

Women wi

1911- 1913

1 million people
mostly to Ontari

Sources: “Ontario’s Growing gap” (Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives. 2010); “Understanding the Racialization of Poverty in Ontario” (Colour of Poverty Campaign. 2007); “A Study of Poverty and Working Poverty among Rec

“Dynamics of Immigrants' Health in Canada” (Statistics Canada. 2005); “Fighting hunger” (Daily Bread Food Bank. 2010); “Modern racism in the most multicultural city in the world” & “New insights into immigrant employment traje

Education

1986

80% of students expelled from Ontario
schools are from racialized groups.

ntario Healthy Communities Coalition begins
formally and gradually draws in newcomers.

1988

51% of recent immigrants to Canada
had university degrees in 2006,
compared to 19% of the Canadian-born
population.

First comprehensive social assistance review
recommends childcare separate from social assistance.

Create internships:

provide newcomers,
outh and social assistance
ecipients with opportuniies to gain paid workplace
experience.

33%: A university degree from abroad is
valued at just one-third that of a degree
held by a Canadian born resident. Two
thirds of university educated immigrants
are underemployed.

Employment

50% of employers surveyed required
Canadian work experience, or
discounted the value of work experience gained in other countries.

1993

Ontario’s Employment Equity Act achieved
through dialogue with policy makers
(but repealed in 1994).

40%: In an experiment with GTA
employers, applicants with Englishsounding names got almost 40% more
call-backs from employers than those
with Chinese, Indian, or Pakistani
sounding names.

2002

Ontario Public Health Association argues
for a community food security approach
to inform public health.

7.7% of all recent immigrants were
among the working poor in 2004,
compared to 2.7% for other workingage Canadians.

tario
2006

Four non-status students apprehended

to protest and public education on right
of all children to attend school.

2007

Statistics Canada report reveals that new
immigrants are increasingly living in
chronic poverty.

ment increases restrictions on
r stock market crash of 1929.

in the right to vote in Ontario.

immigrate to Canada,
io.

2009

Auditor General’s report critiques exploitation
and abuse of temporary migrant workers.

2010

IVote Campaign calls for municipal voting rights
for all permanent residents in Ontario.

2011

Ontario provincial election.

cent Immigrants to Canada” (HR &SD Canada. 2007); “Work First’ and Immigrants in Toronto” (A. Mitchell- New Economy (SANE) project, University of Toronto; “The Housing Needs of Immigrants and Refugees in Canada” (CHRA. 2007);
ectories” (Ren Thomas, M.A., Ph.D. 2009).
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A fair chance at fair work

Ontario needs newcomer workers. They need decent jobs. Why doesn’t it all work?

health*

depends on the labour of newcomers and racialized

A fair chance at fair work

Surveying the future: building our provincial labour force depends
on immigration.

and training opportunities for newcomers to establish

Newcomer Skills at Work: Policy Recommendations
for the City of Toronto, sets out clear directions for
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The most popular

Olufemi Shodunke, a Nigerian
community Chief, is a trained
print journalist who holds a
Higher National Diploma in
Mass Communication and a
Master in Communication
Arts degree.
National
Concord, The Comet, The Nation
Nigerian Compass,
where he rose to become the

suffered detention, beating,

*For more on how poverty
affects health, and new ideas for
improving newcomer health, see
Sandhya Rajit’s article on p. 4
Underemployment means shattered dreams for two thirds of university
educated immigrants, and lost productivity for Ontario.
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Confronting drop-out rates among newcomers and racialized students

Confronting drop-out rates among
newcomers and racialized students

Lost potential? Ontario schools must go beyond the Eurocentric lens to successfully engage diverse students and families.

Proyecto Latino

The worst numbers are of those students born in the
to Post-High School Pathways of Immigrant Youth,
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The most
popular
such as compliance,
diligence,
industriousness and an emphasis on the importance

Proyecto Latino

Julio César Rivas is a
journalist born in Madrid,
Spain.

health*

was present during the Zapatista

presidential elections, the seal

U of T Magazine

* For more on a holistic vision of
community health, see Sandhya
Ranjit’s article on p. 4

Proyecto Latino

Proyecto Latino called for “more courses
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HOPE IS BETTER
THAN FEAR...
Jojo Geronimo
is a Board
Member of the
Community
Alliance for
Social Justice,
and and a
member of
the Social
Justice
Committee at
the Mennonite
New Life
Centre.

our communities, immigrant or otherwise, whose
hearts and hands will be the architects and builders
New Voices

Widening the circle is better than circling the wagons

Hope is better than fear...

for all

calls for political will to restore the legitimate role of

New Voices,
with all our readers, stand together to build a better
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TAKE ACTION
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In this issue of New Voices,
internationally trained writers
shed new light on the path to
a brighter and BETTER Ontario.
They invite us to move forward
together, to realize the full
potential of our diversity, for
the good of all Ontarians. The
choice is ours...
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